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IMF approves USD 4.7 bn loan for Bangladesh  

 The International Monetary Fund has extended USD 4.7 bn in loans for Bangladesh which has been facing a shortage of dollar. 

 The approval will help the country to receive about USD 476 mn under the 42-month long loan programme immediately, added the statement. The 

rest of the loan will be disbursed in six tranches in a gap of every six months. However, the set of conditions does not incorporate lifting the interest 

rate cap on bank lending and deposits. 

[Read More] 

 

 

Dollar price to go up in revision process  

 Amid persistent persuading by economists for allowing market-determined exchange rates, the central bank of Bangladesh is set to raise its dollar 

price by 1.0 per cent to BDT 101. 

 The Bangladesh Bank (BB) is making its dollar costlier as the central bank has planned to raise its exchange rate to market-equilibrium level 

within next few months. Currently, many government organisations are buying the dollar directly from the BB following a big gap on the market. 

Banks now collect the greenback at BDT 107 when it is remittance. The interbank taka-dollar rate is over 106. 

  

[Read More] 

 

 

Disbursement of foreign aid slows  

 The disbursement of foreign assistance for development projects in Bangladesh fell by 9.48 per cent in the first half of the current fiscal year due to 

sluggish implementation and a lack of budgetary support. 

 As per statistics of the Economic Relations Division (ERD), the total disbursement of foreign assistance amounted to USD 3.78 bn in the July-

December period of fiscal 2022-23 while it was USD 4.4 bn at the same time the year before. 

  

[Read More] 

 

LGD to introduce new form for all UPs to cut processing time, cost  
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 The Local Government Division (LGD) will issue simplified, bilingual and unified trade licence form and certificate for all union parishads (UPs) in 

Bangladesh. 

 The new form is expected to reduce time and cost of the trade licencing process, said a statement issued by USAID here. 

  

[Read More] 
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49 commercial banks ink agreement with BB over BDT 100 Bn export fund  

 Forty-nine commercial banks have signed "Participation Agreements" with the Bangladesh Bank (BB) to be a part of the Export Facilitation Pre-

finance Fund (EFPF) of BDT 100 Bn. 

 Under this fund, exporters will be able to take loans in local currency against the purchase or import of raw materials at an interest rate of 4%. The 

tenure of the loan will be 180 days. 

  

[Read More] 

 

 

Forex transaction thru cards drops after 6-month rise  

 Foreign currency transaction through cards dropped in November 2022 after a continued rise in the previous six months as banks were struggling 

with a dollar shortage. 

 According to Bangladesh Bank data, the foreign currency transaction by cards declined to BDT 5.7 bn at the end of November from record BDT 

6.05 bn in October. 

  

[Read More] 
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Dollar crisis puts textile millers in a tight spot  

 The ongoing dollar shortage in the banking sector is posing a threat to local textile millers and spinners as they are in trouble in opening letters of 

credit (LCs) to import raw materials and cotton to feed the country's readymade garment industry.  

 It comes even after international retailers and brands have placed 25 per cent fewer orders for readymade garment items for the October-April 

season that have translated into a significant fall in orders for the primary textile sector. 

  

[Read More] 
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Sugar market becomes further volatile  

 The country’s sugar market has become further volatile in recent weeks, with the supply shortage growing and the price increasing much ahead of 

Ramadan, the fasting month for Muslims. 

 The price of packaged sugar has, meanwhile, topped BDT 130 a kilogram on the local market though the government allowed the Bangladesh 

Sugar Refiners Association to raise the price by BDT 4 to BDT 112 a kilogram from February 1. 

  

[Read More] 
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GP profits down by BDT 4 Bn  

 Grameenphone's profits dropped by around BDT 4 Bn in 2022 mainly due to a ban on the sale of its SIM for six months. 

 Its profit margin dropped to 20 per cent in the year which was 24 per cent in 2021. Though its profits fell, the telecom company's revenue crossed 

BDT 150 bn for the first time. In the previous year, its revenue amounted to BDT 143.06 bn. 

[Read More] 

  

 

 

Two concerns of Beximco post lower profits  

 Both Beximco Limited and Beximco Pharmaceuticals logged lower profits in the July-December period of fiscal 2022-23 as raw materials became 

costlier following the taka's depreciation against the US dollar. 

 Beximco Limited saw its profits fall 13 per cent year-on-year to BDT 6.58 bn in the first six months of the current fiscal year even though sales 

rose 9 per cent to BDT 40.08 bn at the same time. Similarly, profits of Beximco Pharmaceuticals fell 15 per cent year-on-year to BDT 2.65 bn, 

lowering its earnings per share to BDT 6.02 from BDT 7.12 previously. 

  

[Read More] 
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Euro zone economic sentiment rises  

 Euro zone economic sentiment rose to a seven-month high in January on more optimism across all sectors except construction, with inflation 

expectations among consumers and companies both sharply down. 
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 The European Commission's Economic Sentiment Index (ESI) rose to 99.9 this month, above an upwardly revised 97.1 in December -- the 

highest value of the index since June 2022. The monthly Commission survey showed inflation expectations among consumers falling to 17.7 in 

January from 23.2 in December, well below the long-term average of 20.0. 

  

[Read More] 

 

 

Saudi Arabia may lower crude prices for Asia  

 Saudi Arabia, the world's largest oil exporter, may trim prices for crude grades sold to Asia for a fourth straight month in March, amid low physical 

oil premiums, as oversupply worries linger despite expectations of demand recovery in China. 

 State oil company Saudi Aramco may lower the official selling price of its flagship Arab Light crude by about 30 cents to Asian clients for March-

loading cargoes, a Reuters survey of four refining sources showed. 

  

[Read More] 
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